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will be warm with temperatures in
the
h igh
80s.
C lear
skies
throughout the day; chance of
showers late ton ight or early tomor·
row morning.
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Theater· re-decoration
sparks some disfavor
by Karen Sisulak

·

the petition ' 'to try to keep them from
tearing it (the theatre) up too terribly. ''
With close to 250 signatures on the
petitions , Stewart and Hutson 's efforts
have come to a stand still . "Anything
we do right now would be a waste of
time , ' ' she said .
However , Wilen explained that con 
cerned citizens "have been able to
make mutual contact , not actual con
tact , with Kerasotas ."
"It's our feeling at this point that the
Will Roger's Theatre remain on the
National Register, and in that respect ,
we're concerned about too much
change ," she said .
To date, Will Rogers ' spokesmen say
the only renovations taking place in
volve the construction of a wall to
create two viewing areas· and-lowering
of the ceiling for increased audio
visual perception .
The
Roger 's spokesman said
"everything that is going , is going
well" and declined from any comment
regarding other details.
Wilen believes a compromise of sorts
has been reached between the citizens
and t he Kerasotas chain , although
"any of the wenovations completed to
the theatr'e are irreversible . ' '
She said , to her understanding , that
·�the.wall down the center will not hurt
the side walls and the lobby may not
change at all ."
If renovations alter the interior of
the theatre beyond the standards set by
the Historical Perservation Advisory
Board , Wilen added that there is a
possibility 9f "trying to save the ex
terior of the building , or even working
something out to set landmark precen
dents ."
Representatives from the Kerasotas
Theatre chain could not be reached for
comment.

Renovations , which were started on
the Will Roger's Theatre close to two
weeks ago , have been surrounded by
controversy from vocal citizens and the
Kerasotas Brothers theater chain .
Plans for renovations of the theatre ,·
705 Monroe St . , have been on the
drawing board since the theatre was
bought by Kerasotas in May 1983 .
the
Considering
successful
renovations of other area theatres , the
Springfield-based chain has planned to
build a partition separating the main
floor into twp viewing areas , lowering
the ceiling , and vamping up the lobby .
However , the plans have met op
position from Charleston citizens con
cerned about retaining the nomination
for the Will Roger 's Theater to be en
tered into the National Register of
Historicai Places .
The renovations sparked enough in
terest to call for a special meeting by
concerned citizens on June 19 to
discuss possibilities to ''retain the
character . ' ' Even though a Kerasotas
representative was not present for the
meeting , 25 citizens attended.
A petition , signed by citizens op
posing the renovations , circulated last
week through Charleston , Jackie
Wilen , employee of the Coles County
Regional Planning Commissfon , said .
High school students Stewart Tart
and Hope Hutson initiated a petition
circulation by hanging them in the
'
larger grocery stores and knocking
Roger's Theater , located at 705 Monroe St . , has been the place ot
door-to-door for support .
y because of renovations it is currently undergoing. The controversy
.
The petition stated that the signers
the belief that renovations will change the historical look of the
were
against any alterations changing
tH Roger's was registered as a historical landmark last summer. (News
the historical facade which has created
).
the character of the Will Roger 's
Theatre .
Although Hutson said the con
.
troversy has "basically blown over by
Krasnowski
said, "There have been good members now ," she and Tart originally started
ion calling for the elimination in the past."
udent votes on the Council on
Wright-added that making the ratio
Affairs and to eliminate the of students to faculty members nine-to
ent of student CAA members two would be more consistent with
tly being circulated among other academic advisory councils , such
s faculty, CAA chaiman Pat as the Council on Graduate Studies,
Aid Monday .
and the Council on Teacher Education .
.
ition , which was written by
Wright estimated that the petition
Why have Cub fans remained
culty member Jane Lasky, will be presented to East�rn President
loyal? Summer Eastern News
Student Body President Joe
'We, the undersigned faculty , Stanley Rives in about one month .
Sports editor Dobie Holland tells
Butler stresses change through
at the CAA be reconstituted
Monday , Rives said he was unaware
how Jack Brickhouse, announcer
philosophical rationale. Butler said
of 11 members; nine faculty of the petition , and found it "inap
for Cub games , kept disappointed
he wants to combine his major and
to be elected at-large for a propriate to comment .
followers true.
his job , hoping for a successful
overlapping term , and no
"I do know that some students have
Holland claims that Cub fever
summer semester. The yo-yo
two student members , elec- been in favor of increased student
has once again set the nation afire.
wielding "silly guy" expounds in
ge for a one year term ," representation on the CAA , and some
But wonders why Cub fans never
side.
"d.
faculty have been in favor of decreased
give up on the Cubs, especially
Seepage2
ition concludes "This would student representation," Rives said.
since they always folded by the
ately reflect current campus
Lasky is on vacation and could npt
end of the year .
'Wright said .
be reached for comment .
Seepage12
tly, three student members
Wright said the petition began· cir
Eastern's Summer Senate is
ted to serve as voting CAA culating during exam week of ; the
now ready to work. Junior Cindy
. These student members are spring semester . He did not know how
Keller
was
elected
Summer
by the student body inany signatures were on the petition .
Senate Speaker at Monday's
Brian Jones, Panther slugger's
in the spring ·and are ap
Ed Blakemore , summer CAA. ap
senate meeting. ·Keller said her
second baseman may land a pro
the spring Student Senate . pointee , pending Student . Body
goals
include
recruitment
of
fessional contract. Larry Smith,
intees must also be approved President Joe Butler's approval , said
students into the senate and mak
scouting director and coordinator
udent body president in the he disagrees with the petition .
ing students more aware of Stu
of the Mattoon-Charleston area for
"I figure , students pay one-third of
dent Senate.
the Cincinatti Reds' indicates that
er, Wright said because the funds for the university," he said .
Seep8ge3
Jones has it.
arc not elected, there is no "They should have one-third of the
Seepage12
that they are representing voice ."
body.
Wright did not agree with
are hand-picked by the Blakemore's comments "I go to a doc
vcrnment," he added .
tor , I pay, the bill , but I do not
its been abused," Wright prescribe trea tm ent ."
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Siiiy president?

Butler brings u_nique philosophies to off ic

(Editor's note: The following is the first in an oc
cassional series profiling . Eastern 's newly-elected
student government executive officers).
by Matthew Krasnowski

Student Body President Joe Butler smiles when he
talks about philosophy.
It's his major , and he calls it a "fine discipline"
that ' 'helps develop a rational thought process .''
When he speaks , he often refers to Friedrich Niet
zsche , Plato and other philosophers .
"I want to be a philosopher when I get out of
school ," he added .
However , for now , Butler already has a job ahead
of him for the next year as student body president .
And he wants to use his major in the performance of.
his job .
Butler said he is going to use philosophy in one of
his ·first tasks as president .
When he appoints supreme court justices , Butler
said he will give those seeking the seats a "test in
ethics" along with, their required test on the Student
Government Constitution .
"I'll give it as a screening process ," he explained .
Doing things in his own unique way is one of
Butler's trademarks .
The first.encounter most students had with Butler
was when he borrowed the Silly Party name from the
British television show "Monty Python's Flying Cir
cus" and ran for student body president.
What followed , was one of the most unique cam
paigns on Eastern's campus .
Butler twirled his Superman yo-yo , read from
"Naked Lunch" by William Burroughs at the
Student Government election forum , waved his toy
pistol and acted silly, while the other candidates
followed the traditional campaign route .
But Butler's campaign tactics worked . He defeated
Glenn Good , a student senator running for president
on the Advatage Party ticket , by 435 votes .
Butler said one of the reasons he ran for president
was because all the executive officer candidates were
running unopposed , but that was not the only
reason .
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"I was student body vice president my senior year
in high school ," Butler , who attended Homewood
Flossmoor High School , said . "I had a lot of fun
then , now that I'm a senior here I thought I'd do it
again ."
Now , he is ready to represent the students of

Quality

�
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Student Body President Joe Butler
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·

Eastern in his own fun way .
. However , campus politics is not Butler's
claim to fame . Since the fall semester , Butler
been the lead singer for the band D.U. I . , which p
"tasteless animal noise ," he said .
The band , which Butler sai d will continue
forming this summer , plays songs from some
Butl�r's favorite bands including: Fear , the
Men , Black Flag , M DC (Millions of Dead Cops)
Gun Club .
These bands have a "no future attitude ," Bu
added .
"They do have a point, though ," he said. "
could be dead in 1 0 minutes from Trident-laun
nuclear missiles . That's why they are that way.
"But there are some basic values I have-base
hot dogs , apple pie and Chevrolet ," he said wi
smile ..
"But, then again , I'm a ' 60s-hippie-turned-p
rocker ," he continued, borrowing the moniker
Eastern News columnist Brian Ormiston gave him
"Actually , I used to admire the '60s , but I real'
they didn't get things done then ," Butler ad
' 'There was a lot of misplaced energy .
"I think the energy is better placed in the '80s."
continued . "There is a survival ethic now ...if I
screw you , I will; if I can dump dioxin on your Ian
will ."
With this variety of philosophies and values,
with the same new ideas that got him the job, B
will take the office of student body president.
"The same spirit that I ran the election with, I
run my presidency ," he said. "That does not m
that I'm going to be a goon , though .
"During the campaign , I gave the impression t
was silly, but now I will accept the responsibility
goes with the office ," he said .
However , Butler added, " I hope (the students)
not take me as an entirely serious person.
"I realize the freedom of the office , and I ho
make some changes ," he noted.
"I've got a lot of good , weird ideas ," Butler
once again , with a smile.
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ring non-local labor causes union dispute

completed, describing the corner curbs as looking
Palmer
ongoing dispute over C. Patrick Con like "pumpkins."
Brazzel also pointed out that Patrick had to pay a
n's use of non-local labor on Charleston
's sidewalk renovations has caused s.everal participant agreement, in which a non-union cpn
representatives to go beyond the picketline and tracter had to pay for the fringe benefits for the time
grieve their plight.
put on by union workers. "If a guy puts on work
controversy arose from the $500,000 Com time and doesn't get benefit credit it could ruin his
Development Systems Program granted. to chances for a pension ," Brazell said.
e the downtown Square's sidewalks and add
"They want me to sign a contract that will take
ive trees and lamps.
roughly $2.50 an hour from the workers I have on ,"
g last Tuesday's Charleston City Council Patrick said. "They (non-unfon laborers) would have
, union members expressed anger with the to pay for the union they don't belong to and it's not
contracter's hiring of outside workers for the fair to them."
rk.
Prior to awarding of the bid to Patrick Con
according to those involved , the question of struction , the council accepted and discussed bids
only local labor has gone to the Catch-22 from all interested bidders.
'o of local non-union workers unwilling to
"When the bids were originally taken and ac
e picket line.
cepted , the question of local and non-local people
project , which is currently running ahead of was discussed and resolved ," Community Develop
e according to City Administrator Michael ment Systems Program member Lynn Padoban said.
is set for formal dedication Sept. 22. Patrick "The union was there ancf had no problem at that
time."
no difficulty with that scheduled date.
A Jay-C-ettes member bluntly asked the union
the end of the week we may be ahead of
representatives about the inconsistant calling for
e," Patrick said.
ughour the council meeting , Paul Brazzel , a local labor on the job and their unwillingness to cross
tative from the Cement Masons Union Local the picket line.
"That doesn't make any sense. If you want local
oiced the problem of local workers not being
people to work and they won't cross the line , what do
n to the project.
union workers and representatives took ad you have?" she asked.
Brazzel said , "I personally would never cross a
e of the open stage to vocalize the problems of
people working exclusively on- the project , picket line."
Chris Patrick, owner of the construction company ,
e exception of one worker.
questioned the quality of the work already finds the protest rather inconsistent , too.
·

·

·
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ew Krasnowski

Keller was elected Summer
Speaker Monday at the first
Student Senate meeting.
ler defeated
Senator
Ed
ore for the seat by a five-to-two
lishing recruitment of students
he senate and making students
:aware of the senate. were two of
s Keller listed prior to the elecsaid she wanted to prepare
s for the fall senate that would
new students.
onnal presentations , pamphlets
e senate and speakers" were
Keller cited that could help
new students.
tailgate party policy , which for
ator Ken Sjorslev prepared and
ted to Glenn Williams, vice
t for student affairs , was
project Keller said she wanted
e for the fall senate.
Summer Senate is an advisory
to the fall senate and cannot
programs.
Buddy Button security system
be established for the fall senate
eller said .
y organizations put money in
system, it woufd be stupid to
it under the carpet,'' Keller said.
added that she has the buttons
e plans prepared by Keith Cor-

senate seat
nille , who proposed the system in the
spring.
Establishing more student lobbying
power in the state legislature is another
of Keller's projects , she said.
She added the Summer Senate
should re-evaluate, the two lobbying
orgainzations the senate currently is
using: the Illinois Student Association
and the United
States Stu.dent
Association.
"W e
s hou l d
utilize
these
organizations ,'' Keller said.
If they prove ineffective , she added ,
"we should look for alternatives."
Another of Keller's goals for the
summer is to reorganize the files in the
Student Government office which she
said are a "mess".
She sugge'sted that the files be
organized according to committees.
In other business , the senate
unanimously approved Tammy Walker
as Student Senate member for the vice
president of finance and ad
ministration search committee.
Keller said that petitions will be
available for students who want to be
in the Summer Senate in the Student
Government office Thursday.
Those seeking to become summer
senators must receive 25 signatures
from enrolled summer students and be
approved by the elected summer
senators.

"They're just hurting themselves. I have a stan
ding offer for a finisher and an operator. The Team
sters and the electricians don't seem to have any
problem with the picket. It's just imformational,"
Patrick said.
"They even had a picketer from Westfield on the
line. They're talking. local union , not just local,"
Patrick said.
According to Ed Carpenter of Lapor Local 1 71,
when a construction crew goes into another area, the
agent usually brings only half of his own people and
hires the rest locally.
In the case of Patrick Construction , "he brought
all his own people," Carpenter said.
Public Property Commissioner John Beusch sees
the dispute as having long range implications on
future projects.
"These projects can do good for· a lot of people.
We're finally in a situation where we have a half
million dollars. With the Route 1 6 contruction
project, we'll have $3 million. This will mean jobs for
a lot of local people... and he is following the law.
But this may wreck half the project and hurt.
everyone in the long run ,'' Beusch said.
According to Steele and City Attorney Tony Sun
derman , Patrick is completely within the law. "Un
der the Davis-Bacon Act , the right to work act , he
can hire all outside people for the job ,'' Steele said.
At the close of the meeting , Mayor Clancy Pfeiffer
expressed his sympathy to the local workers.
"I know you guys have wives and kids and aren't
getting enough work, so you don't care about the
. legal this or that you just want work ," he said.

Eastern needs money for Booth
by Dave McKinney

Eastern will request funds to pur
chase two air-cooled condensers for
Booth Library's air conditioning
system at an emergency meeting of the
Board of Governors , Eastern's con
trolling
board ,
Th ursday
in
Springfield.
Since May 28 , when the two air con
ditioning units for the north area of
Booth broke down , the facility has
been using fans and opened windows
to deal with the recent heat wave.
Wilson LuQuire , dean of library ser
vices , said temperatures in the room
have reached as high as the middle 90s.
"It's very hot," LuQuire said. "The
temperature varies from day to day ,
depending on the heat , and it bothers
our equipment."
micrographics ,
Computers ,
microforms and stereo equipment are
housed in the area , he said.
A Louisiana company was con
tracted by Eastern to install a tem
porary cooling system last weekend,
Eastern Treasurer Jake Zane said
ThursdflY·
Mobile Air Conditioning , Inc. of
Baton Rouge , La. , installed a $4,620
unit this past weekend , a band-aid
solution until the BOG approves funds
for the permanent cooling system,
Zane said.
No bids were taken for the tem
porary cooling system, he added.
Zane noted that bids for the air·

cooled condensers will be taken by the
BOG Tuesday.
The cost of the project, which
LuQuire estimated would be completed
by late fall, can cost as much as
.
$50,000.
Everett Alms, Physical Plant direc
tor , said that that figure is probably the
"We're estimating
upper limit.
$50,000 , " Alms said , "It shouldn't
cost much more."

Council to discuss
traffic light on Sixth
The Charleston City Council will be
conducting a special session at 8 a.m .
Tuesday in the council chambers to
discuss the feasibility of a traffic signal
at the intersection of Sixth Street and
Lincoln Avenue.
During the council's last meeting ,
council members questioned the need
for the Sixth Street signal.
A report from the Illinois Depart
ment of Transportation suggested that
the signal could hamper a potentially
dangerous area.
The installation of the light has con
cerned citizens as to whose benefit the
light will serve. Public Finance Com
missioner John Beusch brought to the
council's attention an editorial in the
Times-Courier which questioned the
necessity of the traffic signal at the in
tersection during evening, weekend
and university off-session hours.
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Editorials represent the majority opinion of our editorial boa
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Personal file:

Goodbye, good luck to Miller

It's easy to forget administrators. They're
just the guys in the dark blue suits who
make a bunch of policy decisions which are
also easily forgotten by some students.
But those people - make a lot of decisions
which have helped to make Eastern a much
more livable and educational institution. One
_such
indi�idual
is
George
Miller,
who
iiiiiiii' resigned May 8 and
will leave his post July 1.
Mtller has been vice president for ad
ministration and finance for five years and
will be filling the same position at Kansas
State University.
.
Kansas State is in for someone with ideas,
�deas which have aided many of us here at
Eastern. For example, Miller contributed to
the expansion of computer resources for
academic and administrative use.
Since Miller has been here, the Computer
Center has switched from IBM 370/155 to
4341-2, a better quality system. The Com
puter Center has expanded and moved to
the basement of the Student Services
Building, a micro-computer facility has
opened with service for 20 and classroom
space for 1 5. Disk .space has increased
from 1.8 billion bytes to 4.14 billion bytes.
There has been increased MIGC usage, and
enrollment in computer classes itself has in
creased.
Miller's advancements concerning com
puters goes beyond the student level. The
total job count processed on the IBM facility

His contributions don't stop there. Miller
converted the line-item budgeting approach
to a more program-oriented system in . all
departments.
.
He is also responsible for the expansion
of the personnel services program and the
development of a civil service pay plan.

Of course, the most important job that the
VPF A can fulfill is keeping the budget balan
ced and Miller managed to keep Eastern in
the black by maintaining good records of
business and finance.
In addition to his accomplishments, Miller
was well-liked by those who worked with
has increased from about 120,000 to him. To quote former Eastern President
nearly 220,000. Billings, financial aids Daniel E. Marvin, "I enjoyed a good working
brought
He
him.
with
management and personnel control have relationship
professionalism to the job along with
been simplified.

In addition, Miller is responsible for im
provements within the investment program,
the accounting and reporting dapartments.

·

significant improvements."
To Mr. Miller we wish the best of luck with
sincere gratitude.

Pride plus effort equals excellence
Crossviews:

Let's talk about how the world is compromising
'
quality.
You are in college and your time is pressed. You
must get things in on time, and if you can't find the
·time to do them right, you cut, squeeze and cover
your rear.
Could it be that in this world of love war and work,
we are more concerned to go on to the fun things
and forget our responsibilities? It may be we are each
afraid of being able to deliver what other people ex
pect of us.
There was a story of a man who had good luck
when he went job hunting and was hired easily. For
the first three weeks at his new job he worked like
mad. By this time he developed good standing in the
eyes of his bosses, and soon found they weren't
watching him as closely.
Now, the reason this man began to slack off was
because he started to think of how much tun he was
missing. His priorities got mixed up and misplaced.
He began throwing parties and going out after work
and taking the other workers with him, which wasn't
too bad until the fun after work had an effect on the
work in the office.

Soon after the business started to go down. The
workers started calling In sick, and only the minimum
work was getting done.
We see this happening all around us. People are
compromising the quality of what they do so they can
fit other thi11gs into their busy day. Some of us are
doing it with the way we study. It sneaks into every
crack of what we do.
I know there are those who work hard and I
acknowledge those efforts with an applause. These
�
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Graduate expounds
on I ife after college
-Fun ain't the word

Editon·al

·
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The Daily Beacon

Well, well, well . Here am I back in the illus
pages of the Eastern News. It's been nearly
months since I last found myself here , and boy,
they been two months of fun .
First off, allow m e to explain just what I'm
here. I was corralled into chauffering my pal
down to school h ere. Five m iles out of town I
blowout. No, not a flat tire-this was a full-fl
blowout, with ugly wires and ripped up rubber
ing from the'tire. After literally turning the air blue
a few choice epithets, the tire was replaced, and
town we rolled. (The trip back should be a real
what with no spare tire and all . )
So, anyhow, the reason I'm speaking to you
to kind of give you an idea of what it's like out
the Big World of Business. Now I'm not talking to
accounting and engineering types who already
1 6 job offers in the country of your choice
you're only sophomores yet! Cowabunga, as G
Washington was wont to say). I'm speaking to
of you who have no idea of whaf you'll be doing
you've graduated.
My own career in the Search for Employment (
There's a good title for a Star Trek movie!) has
hapless at best. There are three responses
three responses only that I have encountered
from prospective employers: 1 . "We're not r
taking applications right now. " (This one is rarely
ed anymore, however, since my response b
"Well, what are you really doing then?") 2. "Wei,
can give you an application, but if we hire you
be greatly surprised." ( Not as surprised as I w
be) 3. "Sure! Fill one out! We'll call you in a cou
days for an interview!"
This last one has caused me no end of grief,
they never call. Was it my haircut? My deod
My plaid chinos? I don't know, but they never
to call back.
So, instead of working, I've been trying my
enjoy life. In between catching up on my reading
scraping together enough sawbucks for a bottle
quid refreshment (or two or ten), I've been
templating some of the major questions of the
Are Gremlins and Indiana Jones far too violent
squeamish bird like me? (The critics who think
are m ust have been in the lobby for much of The
Bunch or my own personal fave, Two Thou
Maniacs!).

some
considering
been
also
I've
philosophical questions, such as "How much
would a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck
chuck wood?" Sartre wrestled for many years
this question, and it is rumored that such stalw
Plato and Socrates used to flip lesser·
philosophers such as Leo and Bob in frustration
the question.
What all of this soul-searching has done for me
left me with one question printed indelibly upon
mind: is this a fun world, or what?

hard-working people pull together, work overtime
and produce in the clinch.
What I'd like to get down to is the drive in each one
of us to strive for perfection and give the world our
all. No one will know that you were even around if
they don't see you at least driving towards a goal of
excellence.
Now, about that company that was on its way to
the pits. It wasn't long before the chairman of the
board saw this and took action. He hired a new man.
This man had experience in manufacturing and
manufacturing's relationship to the workers.
He came in and showed them goals for excellence,
quality and pride. He put in their hear:ts a new sense
of where they stood In the world.
The company was in a new direction and blasting
off in sales. This company's problems can be com
pared to the trends that characterize human suc
cess.
One must first admit to his ignorance, and then pull
from inside the will and the drive to do what is
necessary to produce excellence. Pride in the
achievement of excellence w ill yield future ex
cellence.

-Alan R. English is a sophomore In microbiology
and a staff photographer for The Daily Beacon,
University of Tennessee, Knoxville.

-Kevin Zimmerman is a May graduate

degree In English. Zimmerman wrote album re

and columns for The Daily Eastern News

1983-84
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Letter policy
·

The name and phone number of at least one
must be submitted with each letter to the editor.
Letters submitted without a name (or
pseudonym) or without a phone number or
means of verifying authorships will not be publ"
Names will be withheld by request.
Letters should be typewritten and should
ceed 250 words.
Letters which exceed the 250-word limit
edited to fit with the writer's permission .
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evenues forecas ted
e

Schneidman

projected revenues for visiting
and conferences this summer
ed to be high , but not as high
year, Lou Hencken, director of
t housing , said.
would estimate that in room and
• we can expect to bring in about
000 this summer , " Hencken
. This amount falls somewhat
of the appr oximat e $900 , 000 ear
year, he said.
ken attrib ut ed last year's sub
funds to the Christian
ary Alliance camp which was

conducted at Eastern last year.
However, Mary Smith, assistant
housing director . said it is difficult to
determine what the actual profit ratio
will be for the summer.
Smith noted that from the revenue
earned through the camps, food bills ,
damage costs, keys and boarding costs
and salaries of staff and civil service
workers must be paid.
These factors make it "hard to com
pute what clear revenue is, ' ' she said.
However, whatever profit is made
will go back into the residence halls ,

Sm ith said.

zzercise to be offered
e are many ways to relieve the
brought on by seemingly im
le schedules .
haps one of the most constructive
to lower psychological pressure is
exercise. One specific exercise,
'se, will be used to aid mental
in two ways on Wednesday
Morton , a certified jazzercise
or, will be leading an hour and
f instruction in the exercisedance
. For one half hour , the audience
tch other people perform jaz. For the remaining hour,
ce members will .participate in

the activity.
'
Cheri
Seley,
adult out-patient
therapist , said the first way the
program will aid mental health is
through the psychological value it has
for participants. .
"If your muscle are tense ," Seley
said, "your muscles are tense." By
stretching and working the muscle par
ticipants loosen and relax them. Seley
added that there is a lot of yelling and
singing involve in jazzercise, which
also helps to relieve stress.
The presentation is scheduled to take
place at 7 : 30 p.m . Wednesday in the
Union Grand Ballroom.

C to featu re s u m m er d isplays
representative of ,several nationalities
e Schneidman
individual may understand his including Afro-�erican, . Eastern ·
better through folk art, and the European , German ; Polish , Italian,
Arts Center will aid in this en  Mexican-Indian, Scotch-Irish , and
r throug hout its summer English , Carmichael noted.
The exhibit, which will be shown
e.
first of four exhibits to be through July 8, is on display in the H.
at the TAC t his summer will Ogden Brainard Gallery.
However, the TAC will not end its
om Mother to Daughter : Ethnic .
summer theme with just one exhibit .
s in Handiwork."
show originates from Southern The Central Illinois Arts Consortium
University's Museum collection Traveling Exhibition will make a stop
ntains handmade art work off at the TAC June 1 9-July 22.
In
addition ,
Carmichael said ,
by women who live in the
Tamara Bogue-Voris , a former Eastern
part of Illinois .
Director Don Carmichael said student , will display. her drawings from
e of the display was chosen July 1 0-Aug . 1 2 .
Finally, Polish Folk Art will be
of the emphasis which the
places on ethnic traditions han exhibited July 24-Aug . 3 1 , Carmichael
down from generation to added. ' The show , which is sponsored
by the Illinois Arts Council , contains
ion of women .
display contains work which is three-dimensional works .

Southside Square

OFFER MORE . . .
OUS BRANDS
D SALE PRICES!

PRICE
SUITS
SHIRTS
SLACKS
SHORTS
LADIES SEPARATES
ALL

2 for $ 1 1

KNIT SHIRTS
OUR CLOSE-OUT
CIALS $5 .88, VALUES

$29

OTHERS

20 %

OFF

M 1cK·s

�CLOTHING

1 984
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ISA sets up committee
by Matthew Krasnowsld

The Illinois Student Association
voted to establish a publ.ic affairs
sub-committee and elected officers
at its May 1 9 meeting, Eastern ISA
representative Audrey Dumentat
said.
The sub-committee "will issue
press releases and try to enhance .
the image of ISA, " Dument at
said.
There are currently no members
in the sub-committee, but . Dumen
tat said s he hoped it would be able
to produce a newsletter for next
fall.
The ISA constitution allows for
·

th e establishment of committees ,

but it does not state which mem
bers are to oversee committees, she
said.
"We need someone to take

charge (of the sub-committee) , "
Dumentat added.
In other busin� . ISA elected
officers for next fall.
Carlos
Rodriguez, · of
the
University · of
Illinois-Urbana
Champaign , was elected president
and Dumentat was elected vice
president .
of
Beauchamp,
Christopher
Thorton Community College, was
and
secretary-treasurer
elected
assumed the office immediately,
because Sandra Lynn , of the
Unive rsity of Illinois Urbana
Ch am paign, res igned, Dumenta t

,,,

said.
Rodriguez and Dumentat will
take office at the next meeting
which is scheduled for July 1 4 at
Illinois State University, she said.

Senate sets first m�ti ng
A variety of subjects will be
discussed Tuesday , at the first Faculty
Senate meeting of the summer, Senate
Chairman Richard Goodrick said.
In the senate's first meeting in six
weeks , the group will update the senate
members which are on specific search
committees, Goodrick said.
Also to be discussed is a proposal to

Dow sets up

by Diane Schneidman

obtain a
faculty dining room,
Goodrick said.
The state of the Intercollegiate
Athletic Board will be discussed also ,
he added.
The meeting will be conducted at 3
p.m. Tu.esday in the Union addition
Martinwille room.

chem;stry award

3 .0 GPA. Also, if a recipient switches
majors or schools the scholarships will
be transferred to another student at the
same curriculum level, he added.
Ebdon said the grant , "recognizes
Eastern 's strong undergraduate
chemistry program , plus the fact that
mafty of our graduates go on to earn
advanced degrees in nationally-known
institutions."
Dean Wakefield, spokesman for
Dow , said Eastern was chosen as one
of forty schools to receive a grant from
Dow on the basis of recommendations
from former Eastern students , people
who know graduates of the chemistry
department and recruiters .
Wakefield added that Dow , which in
the past emphasized aid for basic and
fundamental research projects at
universities , decided that it was time to
give assistance for scholarship
programs .
....................__

Eastern 's chemistry department will
be receiving a financial boost in the
form of a $24,000 grant to provide
scholarships and other assistance from
the Dow Chemical Company Foundation , chemistry department chairman David Ebdon said.
The grant provides $6 ,000 per year
for four years , $5 ,000 of which will be
used for scholarships and $ 1 ,000 of
which may be used for either another ,
smaller scholarship or for recruitment
purposes , Ebdon said .
The $5 ,000 will be split between two
incoming freshman chemistry majors
who have displayed promise . "We've
got some students who have applied
(for admission at Eastern) who have 28
for a composite score on the American
College Test ,'' he said.
The scholarships are renewable for
three years if the recipients maintain a
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408 6th St .
REFLEX
MACIDNE

I

Steve Cougill is
Page One Champ
If you think you have
good reflexes , Steve will
beat you unmercifully .

Every Day
3 :00-7 :00

Buy the Lucky Drink

Win $10 cash

3 p . m . -close
Imported Beer Day
Bottles of Imported Heineken
Light or Dark , Beck ' s Light
or
Dar k , - M o o s e h e a d ,
1Molson, Swiss Lowenbrau or
1Furstenburg

All

$1.00

50t Spritzers for
Ladies all day

The Summer Eastern Ne

Charleston

Tuesday Night
GLASS MUG NIGHT

Peanuts
Salted in shell

Popcorn
Pretzels
Taco Chips &.

Miller & Lowenb rau mugs

Nacho Cheese

(These are nice mugs-Cathy the ad manager says so!)

·•·

The Best
In Town !

$1 . 75 full of beer
You keep

the mug!

Thursday

50¢ Miller refills
7 5¢ Lowenbrau refills

55 wins free drink
77 wins !h -price drink

Monday

t 984

Tuesday
Hustler' s
9-Ball
Pool
Tournament
Starts at 9 p . m .
Entry fee

$Cash Prizes$ -

3 :00 p . m .

Pitcher In-Case Out Day

*******

Wednesday

Suminer Cooler Day
$1.00 Buys:

Frozen Strawberry Daiquiri
Pina Colada
Moscow Mule
(vodka & ginger beer)
or

Goombay Smash
8 p . m . -close

*******

Buy a pitcher of beer for $2. 75
and subtract that from price
of case of carry out same
brand . Do as many cases as
you do pitchers . Get a head
start on your party !
Thursday is Party Night

FREE beer or vodka col/ins
for ladies
9:00-9:15 with token
FREE beer for men

10:00-10:15 with token

FREE beer or vodka col/ins
for ladies
1 1 :00- 1 1 :15 with token
FREE beer for men

12:00-12:15 with token

Saturday , June 30 Summer Party Night 8 : 00-9:00
We want to invite you to the 2nd Saturday Summer Party of free beer , vodka c-ollins and hotdogs . However , we
don't know your name and address . If you want a chance to meet other partiers like yourself, fill out this form
and mail to Page One, Box 345 or bring downtown and
give to bartender . You will receive your ,invitation in the
mail . .,

Name

--------�

Address

----

--

All kinds o f people enjoy themselves at Page One : college profs . , doctors, lawyers , mer
chants , retired folks, college students, office workers, factory workers and young people
from surrounding towns . Page One is the ONLY place for everyone to go to be with old
friends and to make new ones .

UNESCORTED FEMALES
-

protected in bar by lovable bar
tenders Dave , Bob and Larry.

U�ESCORTED MALES
protected in bar by lovable bar
tenders Ellen , Tina and Diana.
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ss of auditioning is pa in ful joy to artists

te:

The following is the fir
which explains the process
play at Eastern.)
neidman
summer Eastern students ,
J of class means picking up
ling out of bed in the mor
ying at night.
, for students and faculty
the Summer Theatre , the
class meant four hours of
and a two-hour break
three more hours of
·

g for a theatrical producuite like the first of class in
ents. It can be even more

ns are nerve-racking ,"
atrick Clayberg said. "It
er how many times you've
e."
nison , a ten-year-old
resident agreed , "I'm very
He added that .being the

s

·

youngest person auditioning was an
additional pressure.
Although there are very few people
who enjoy a case of -the jitters ,
Clayberg said that there are ways to
conquer . butterflies in the stomach , or
at least give them a good whacking.
"Driving over here I was singing in my
car with the windows rolled down , and
it relaxed me."
However, not all those who tried out
for Working, this summer's produc
tion would use the term 'nervous' to
describe the feeling that one receives
during casting. Some actually find the
pressure to be rather stimulating.
"I'm just excited," senior Susan
Whitney said. She also noted that this
feeling was probably a plus when she
had to get up on stage. "It helps
because the adrenaline pumps you
up."
Since everyone is different. Not all
those attending were nervous or even
excited. For example , graduate student

Tom · cravens was almost relaxed.
"I'm just kind of taking it as it
comes ,'' he said.
Cravens also noted that there are
ways to prepare for the big test which
may relieve some of the tension. "I
went out and bought the book ,'' he
said , "and I learned some of the
songs."
Othe r
students
had
fu rther
suggestions on relaxation. Senior Pam
Wood said that a good mental attitude
helps. "You've got to say , 'I can do it,'
and go in there and show that you can
do it.
However , it should be noted that the
confidence exhibited by some of the
students may be related to the fact that
since these auditions are part of a class ,
all participants will get some part in the
production. In this case it's simply a
matter of getting the desired role.
"Even if you don't get a part ,"
Cravens noted , "there will still be
som �thing fu n to do."

·

·

·

·

Students always seem to be the ones
with all the problems. Teachers never
have pressures , regardless of what . the
course may be. Right? Wrong .
Being in charge of a production is no
easy task.
J . Sain , who is public relation s
manager for the play , said that there
have been a few problems in getting
Working to do just that.
For example , there were two other
plays considered for the summer prior
to the final decision. Little Mary Sun
shine was to be the choice , Sain stated ;
however, there weren't enough people
to do it.
And the fun doesn't stop there .
"The rented material for the play
hasn't arrived yet ," Sain added.
Yet the faculty and studen t s involved
with the play are remaining optimistic
about the production. E . G. Gabbard ,
stage director said , "It's a challenge .
That's the creative art."

fi nd$ C h i na tri p to be 'd ucationa l experien ce

lrasnowski
President Stanley Rives
t Ronald Reagan have at
s in common.
presidents, and both have
ar East recently.
said he can "hardly" com
trips. Rives · "did not go
One."
an , Rives learned more
ar East when he was there.
was able to learn more
educational side of The
China (Taiwan) and The
ublic of China (mainland
Reagan.
e two different parts to the
said . " I was in Taiwan for
a part of the National
Teachers' College exchange
d two students a year to
we send a student andor
ber there," Rives said.
, Rives said he . visited
universities and , in the city
he was a guest at the
of President Chaing
s second term.
'pei, Rives took part in an
umni meeting with three
uates who are now living
Taipei, he added.
that he went to see
Teachers' College to make
ange program would conexchange program with the
ytechnical Institute in the
on mainland China will
, he said.
a guest of the China's
:Aviation, which funds the
two weeks.

Northwestern Polytechnical is
"where
Vice President (Glenn)
Williams taught during the 1 983 fall
semester.''
Williams taught English at the in
stitute last November. •'They thought
he was great and they want him to
come back,'' Rives said.
The institute "has a need for faculty
who can help them with the develop
ment of their English language cen
ter ,'' he noted.
But , he added that the institute ,
where aviation engineers are trained , is
"specifically interested in exchange in
the sciences including chemistry , math ,
physics."
Besides tou ring Northweste r n
Polytechnical , the Ministry o f Aviation
showed Rives the many attractions of
China , he said.
"They showed us the Great Wall ,
Beijing (formerly Peking), and
Shanghai. We saw as much of China as
one could in two weeks.'' Rives said he broke away from the
tour group for his own adventuring , as
well.
"I rented a bicycle in Xian and rode
around for a couple of hours ," he said.
"There are millions of bicycles in
China. The traffic is unbelievable.
There are buses and few cars and
thousands of bicycles.
When Rives was riding in Xian he
noticed a man , who was not dressed in
police garb, directing traffic.
Rives said, "If you commit a minor
traffic violation, you have to replace
the policeman for a few hours."
The Great Wall was "the most im
pressive" attraction of his tour of
China, he said.
Rives said he was impressed by the

Charles Catholic Church
1 0th and Jefferson

·

size and the effort it took to build the have the problem of not existing for I 0
3 , 500-mile-long structure.
year."
Another impression Rives said he
Many Chinese universities were
received from the Chinese was that the closed during times of cultural and
government is trying to introduce in political strife in the country.
centives into the communist system.
Economically, Rives said Taiwan is
"Now , farmers have the right to more advanced.
farm private plots and keep the
But, he added , he is not sure if that
profits ," he said. "Bonuses are being will be true with the development that
introduced , also."
China is experiencing.
Rives said China's form of com
"Neither of them hold a candle to
munism is "turni!1g into a meld of Hong Kong , the British colony , on
communism and capitalism. It is not China's southeast coast."
pure communism at all."
In comparing the universities of the
In the capitol city of Beijing , Rives United States with those of the Far
said there is much constuction taking East, Rives said they were very similar.
"They were modeled after the
place.
syste m
of
h igher
He added that there is a need for this A m e r i c a n
because the task of "housing o ne education ,'' h e said.
Major universities on mainland
billion people ,'' is not easy for a
"country that is playing catch-up China were started by Americans and
ball."
British educators , Rives said.
Rives said China's univerisities - are
"Some of these were actually re
playing catch-up , also.
established on Taiwan ,'' after the
In comparing the universities of revolution in .the late 1 940s.
Taiwan with those of China , Rives said
Rives noticed some difference bet
that "the universities in Taiwan are ween the Eastern students and students
more developed.''
. of the Far East. "Students there are
"During China's cultural revolution probably more serious than American
the universities were brought down,'' students ,'' he said.
Rives said. "They are not in the
' 'There is much a much smaller per
process of rebuilding. They are playing centage of students involved,'' Rives
catch-up."
said of the students in higher
Rives noted that the universities in education. "It is highly competitive."
China have their own production
Rives also spent three days in Hong
facilities. Northwestern Polytechnical Kong on his tour of the Orient.
builds air craft parts. "This helps sup
port the university,'' he said.
I
Check The
But funding, Rives said, is not the I
I
Summer Eastern News
true problem with the university, ' 'they t
·
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GJJonntt's r;Jtair Creations

We take pride i n g i v i ng
the m 9st pro fessi o na l serv i c e

ava i lab l e , at a reason a b l e cost .

For a Professio nal Job call:

Sunday Mass

Schedule:
5 pm (Vigil)-Saturday
8 am & 1 0 am�Sunday

: No

masses scheduled on campus during summer .

�

IL.P.

•

ot a t f
/
� reatt onj
'

won nti s
·

* S andy
* V icky

* Pa m
* Sa ndy

* Do n n a
* J a n i ce

I

•

·

·

For an
App ointment
CaH 3 4 5 -44 5 l

a 4os s1xth street

Classified ads
8

Tuesday, )a1e 26,
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•

NNd a wM? SM lhe
reaume experts. Copy-X FMt
Print. 207 UM:c*1 Ave. Cll
345-831 3.
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A\Services Offered

Roommates

Modem apartment need9

8/28

_
_
_
_
_

,.

party? Rent
from
3 mleaprivate
toWn . Max'a Munchlee 345Having

•

llnd by river.

_

c-6/2 1 ,28 ,
--...,.
7,=
. 5....,.
, 1-=2 .�
1 9, 28 , 81 2,9

&I '
r

oo

H eIp Wanted

·

Position opening , pert time
reeldenlill rnonllorS for 4-bed
Ml reeldenlill group l'lorne.
Contact Phoebe Derwort,
· Sustaining care Coordll-. .
Colee County Mw.1111 Helfth ,
234-8405 Of' 348- 7888.

coin.

___

per month plua utllltlee .
Inquire at 2231 S. Fowth St.
or caH 345-8990.
..,..-------1 13
AjWtmen ta and houaea . cal

RE NTA L SERVIC ES 345
·
31 00. Our rental office la

located at 1 4 1 2 4th St. Open

715

dally 1 ·5 p.m.

---�---·00
Furnished apartments &
private rooms for students.
Cell 345- 7 1 7 1 from 9-5 .

6126

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

't

available
for
Houalng
Chrlatlan women , muat agree
to covenant to be accepted .

$80

-Pagllel'a neeca a pert time
pizza maker. AfJf*i In peraon
after 4:00 p .m . at 1 800 E. Lin·
__

For Rent

� Rent: 2 bedroom houee.
ror
to
�
! ca1 Mlftha,
.. 5 p.m. �
_.... 7 ..
..., 8 ·

2620.

m1i1

__________,00
Rent a- mini-storage for 88

Wanted

low 88 $20 per month.

Want a room? A Car? A
A �? Whatever YoU
want, check the Eastern News
clasalfied ada .
h
.
....cOO

Sizes 4

x 1 2 up to 1 0 x 22. West
Route 1 6 . Phone- 345-7748.

atereo?

o. o

Two bedroom unfurnished
apartment available now and
fall . Year lease . 1 305 1 8th St.
_
___
____
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_

00

345-7 748.

One to four female students,
fumlahed home-summer, fall .
Private/double, near campus.
345- 8 1 28 afternoons .
------.,--�=-:-:-8 1 2 8
FALL: 2 & 3 BR Houses ,

Rides/Riders
-

WANTED: Anyone Interested
In alternating driving to the
Chicago area (Southwest) on
weekends , leaving Thursday
afternoon returning Sunday
nlte Call 345- 2 1 36

.

.

1

female roomn•. Own room .
1 305 1 8th St. Chlrleelon . Cll
7 97- 8438.

_.819

� :S� =� :5
2

,

·

. /9
pm_.______8

8/28

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Please - r ep or. t class1fied e r r o r s 1mmed1at e l y at 58 1 - 28 1 2 A c
will appear 111 the n e x l ed1t 1on Unless notified . we cannot be r
for an incorrect ad after its first inser t ion

fi

ti

ror Rent

One bedroom � .
h.mlahed $ 1 85-$200 per
month . Located 7 5 1 Sixth St.
cal Hl¥1k Beurlklna 348-

FOR SALE: Hot ell popcorn
popper . Cllll anytime after

Two-bedroom mobile home

for rent. New carpet end

cur·

talna. Weter, garbage, cable
TV Included In rent. $290 per
month . 345-4508.

8 1 48 .

1 0:00. 345-3582.

Coleman-$eltllnger
mem.- 1 8 1 1 9th St. 1 block
east of Old Mein. 1 girt needed
for ._..
·- to com...a.o.
...-•
•e a 3 unit

apartment. Ca1 34 s- 7 1 356., _ 8

.

2

oo

One-bedroom
furnished
mobile- home for rent Weter,
garbage , Cable TV Included In
rent $ 1 80 per month. Phone
345-4508.
oo
.

.

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Gunpus c11·ps

Morton Part( AjWtmenta ren·
ting for fall . Close to EIU . 2·
bedroom, fully furnished .
Weter, garbage , cable TV Ineluded In rent. New furniture .
$ 1 40 each for 3, $ 1 20 each
for 4. 345-4508.
00

8
. /28

FREE: 8 week-old playful kit·
tena , 3 atrtped , 1 black. Cal
348-8408.
---'6/26
-=��,,,.�
....,
FOR SALE: SB-4 Washblm
electrlc guitar $350 w/ctJM.
Accouatlca Amp. $ 1 50 . Ask
for Scott 345- 1 1 80.
612e
FREE
adorable kittens.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

�

00
Two-bedroom
furnlahed
t,
for
r
%
apartment
en
block
from campua. Weter, garbage ,
Included In rent $ 1 00 eech for
3, $90 eech for 4 . Phone 3454508 or 345-507 1 .

�-�----Fo_r_S_a_le

For Rent

Phone 345-6855.

8/28
·
1 972 V....
U0\6.....n
..., .___ 1 7 · 1 H · p -

_

�:::5-�Jo�ffer.

Ask for

------·612e

-

Regency Apartmen

Baptlet 8ludent Union win hold weekly fellowship every Mon
day at 7 : 00 p.m. In the Unlveralty Baptist Church.

Welcome to EICJ

Reel Croea wll hold a Leader's meeting Wednesday, June 27 at
3:00 p.m. In Dean Lowel's office, Room 1 84, Lantz. People
wishing to help • student leaders for thla summer'• Red Croes
Blood Drive should attend. Anyone who cannot attend should can
R .T. Bear Cragg at 581 · 2288 or Dean Lowell's office , 58 1 ·

Vacancies Available for Fall

* CLOSE TO CAMPUS *
Pool/Maintenance/Game Room/Laundry Fa

34 1 2 .

'Jfu d?e.9e.ncy [/ma9
<yOU 1ff ..£ike. fft f

Campus Cllpa •e publlahed Tuesday end Thursday (summer),
free of charge, • a public aervlce to the campus. Clips should be
submitted to The Summer Eastern News office two busln8811 days
before date to be published (or date of event). Information should
Include event, name of aponaorlng organization (spelled out - no
Greek 1etter abbreviation)s , date time and place of event, plus
any other pertinent Information. Name and phone number of sub
mltter must be Included . CHpe containing confllctlng or confusing
Information wll not be run If submitter cannot be contacted. Cllpa
will be edited for apace available . Cllpe submitted after 9: 00 a.m.
of deadline day cannot be guaranteed publication. For summer
only, cUpe wltt be Ml In every lsSUe until event date has passed .

8 1 0 Regency Circle, Charleston

,

OFFICE HOURS:

Mon.·fri. 9· 1 2 , 1 · 5 , Sat. 1 ().. 2 , 1 ·4, Sun . 1 ·4

. (2 1 7) 345-9 1 05

ENlJs lHURSDAY
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-1- e e n

ENDS

lHU_RSDAY
JOIN THE SEARC H .
William Shatne r
DeForest Kelley

:4j:i.�9.: ��: :
·

..STAR
TREl<ulr
THE SEARCH
FOR SPOCK
A P A R A M O U N T PICTU�E

. IJll(JI

7:10 & -9:10

Gt£MLiNS &
ENDS SOON!

Tonight

INDIANA JONES and
the Temple of Doom
A PARAMOUNT PICTUR

· Draft Beer
Special
Wednesday

FREE admission
after 10: 1 5 p . m .

plus 75<t 1_6
1405 4th St .

e

oz.

drafts

348-8387

NITRY

·· · - - -

HA D

4:30ADtii:Ti
:
-- ""
·

1:411'

·-· ········-·-··

'

·-·'

7:00 & 9:30

OVER 3rd BIG WEEK!

BILL MUMAY

·

DAN AYKROYD

GHOST BUSTERS
THEY'RE HERE TO SAVE THE WOP.LO.

IJll(JI

COLUMBIA PICTURES

7:15 & 9-.:fi
.0

' "

t

I

"

I

I

'

I

Classifie d ads

Report errors lmmedlately at 581 ·281 2. A correct ad will appear In the
next edition. Uni... notified, we cannot be respq,.slble for an Incor
rect ad after Its first Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day.

The Sum m er Eastern N ews
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cOOh

...cOOh
'The Wrath of
' July 2-SOUth

_
__

Thomas Hall
MOVIE!

Announcements

__
__
__
__
__
__
_

"New credit card! No one
refused! Also, Information on
receiving Visa,
Mastercard
with no credit check. Free
brochure.
Call:
602· 9 5 1 ·
1 266 Ext. 30 1 .
_
_
_
_c·6/28, 7/5, 7/1 2
Jazzercise for your Mental
Health Fundralser sponsored
by the Coles County Mental
Health Center. June 27, 7 : 30
pm in the University Ballroom.
Tickets $ 2 . 00 .
______6/26
Star Trek II 'The Wrath of
Khan', Monday, July 2-South
Quad (rain date- Thomas Hall
Lobby) FREE MOVIE!
______6 /28
Doris don't forget 2:30 p . m .
______6/26

AffEM . "1HOR50N VS. l/8€RAC€;'
/982 . A ZHeAIHJW MAN Flt.ES

I 113 MIU/ON fll{.fr1
.f 0NY 5'/IT,

aAIMIN6 6M<lTIONA� ANV Sf)(UAI.
�VlmON AFTER TH€ FAMEV'
PfANO ftA'f61( fAllW
IN HIS PROMl!1HO • .
I
" ' f£T 1HIS ... APOPT
HIM .
/

c......,_, Announ cement s
Is It true you can buy jeeps
for $44 through the U .S.
Government? Get the facts
today! Call 1 · 3 1 2· 742· 1 1 42
ext. 884 7 .
--------::::---:-::---8/26
Star Trek II 'The Wrath of
Khan', Monday, July 2-5outh
Quad (rain date-Thomas Hall
Lobby) FREE MOVIE!
-------:--::-:.,--:-:,,-6
:. /28
Pick up your 1 984 Warbler
Yearbook between 8 : 30 and
4 : 30 at the Eastern News Of.
fic�Buzzard North Gym.

oo

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Whether you're offering or
looking for a job, check the
help-wanted classified s first they can help!
_
_
_
_
_
_cOO h
__

by

NICE. .

1HANK
YO<J.

\

Announcements

" Do-It-yourself " Claaalfled Ad Form

Government jobs. $ 1 6 , 559Now hiring .
$50 , 553/year.
Your area. Call 805-687·6000
ext. R·9997 .
_____7/ 1 2
_
_
_
__
Accounting 2 1 00 tutoring.
available. Call Diane at 348·
0701 .
_
_6/28
_
_
_
_
__
Star Trek II 'The Wrath of
Khan', Monday, July 2-5outh
Quad (rain date-Thomas Hall
Lobby) FREE MOVIE!
____6/28
__
D . H . Eighteen days to go.
______ 6/28
Star Trek II 'The Wrath of
Khan', Monday, July 2-South
Quad ( rain date-Thomas Hal l
Lobby) FREE MOVIE!
____6/28
__

Berke Breathed

....�
.
�������....

l/efl,Y

.....__

9

ANP 1J(AUY
11Ktt£V'1VT".

�.

Name
Phone
Address
Ad to read

Under classification of:
Dates to run

OH M IT
WITlllNL.Y IS
A WONP€R /

_
_
_
_
_
__
_
_
_
_
_
__

COST : 1 4 cents per word first day . 1 O cents
per word each consecutive day thereafter
( minimum 1 0 words) . Student rate half price ad M UST be paid for in advance . PLEASE: no
checks for amounts less than $ 1 . 00. Lost &
Found ads are run FREE for three days.
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit
in Daily Eastern Ne ws box in Union by 2 p. m.
one business day before it is to run . The News
reserves the right to edit or refuse ads con·
sidered l ibelous or in bad taste .

I

VRMN 11.fE. f()l(PfJ10€S !
60 RiR 1H€ &IJ5f0 .'
81f€. 1HE 916 ONE. ! . . .
1HllT'5 �f I
Al ktll YS 5AY /!

Student? (Student rate half·
price)
= ves
= No
Payment :

\

______

O Cash

D Check

Take o ut a c l assi fi ed i n
'ii' llu@ �lYlll1filrMl@li' Eastern Newsl

Summer

ACROSS

tertalnment

Crossword

2, 1 5, 20-L.ate Night With
David Letterman
9-Movle: "Inherit the Wind"
( 1 960) . 1 925's celebrated
Scopes "monkey trial " in Ten·
nessee . Spencer Tracy,
Frederic March.
1 7-Bamey Miller
38-Eye On Hollywood

11 :40 p.m.

1 0-McCloud

Midnight

3-Movle: "She Done Him

WrOng" ( 1 933). Beuwdy
Bowery fllble of the Gay

Nineties la comedy clasalc .

Mlle West,

1 7-Newa

C8ry Grant.

38-Rawhlde

Wednesday
7:H p.m.

5'-Movle : "To Catch a Thief"
( 1 955). An Alfred Hitchcock
flvlenl epectaculw with a
euapected thief l'Ol191CitIQ a
rich girt In high fahlon . Cary
Chit, Grace Kelly.
l.1IO p.na.
2, 1 5,2o-Fecta of Life
3, 10 Movie: "A.llnllc City"
( 1 98 1 ). The relallonlhlp bet
ween two delperate eoula a female croupier, drawn to
the Jersey Shore by new
� . and an aging, amell
tlme hood - la the core of a
atory thafa also a crime
drama. Suaan Sarandon and
Burt Lancaater .
1 2-Mark Ruaaelt

1 7 , 3&-Movle: "Dreams Don't
Die" ( 1 982) . TV·drama set in
New York city surveys the
battleground of teenage urban
crime through the stories of a
graffiti artist and a drug

dealer .

8:30 p.m.

2, 1 5, 2C>-Duck Factory
1 2-What Do Children Think
of the Bomb?

t:oo p.m.

2, 1 5, 2o-st. Elsewhere

9---News

1 2-Brlghton Beach

1:30 p.m.
9--INN News
1:45 p.m.
5---News

10:00 p.m.

2,3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7 , 2<>-Newa
9--Twlllght Zone
1 2-0octor Who
38-Gunemoke

1 0:ao p.m.

2 , 1 5, 20-Tonlght

3-MASH
9-Cannon

1 o-New Avengers
1 2-lAllenlght America
1 7-Enter111111nent Tonight
1 D:H p.na.

5-Callln9

1 1:00 p.m.

3�-ltieHMWllllil t=iv.<)

17 .38---Nghtllne

1 1 :81 p.m.
5--Movle: "The Savage
Bees" ( 1 976) . TV-movie
about swarm of killer bees
hovering near New Orleans
on the eve of Mardi Gras. Ben
Johnson, Michael Parks.

1 In j ure
5 O rigin
9 He painted the
Last Supper
surrealisti
cally
13 The Hoosier
Poet
14 Long
15 Aid a raider
16 Alda and King
1 7 Right of
suffrage
18 Solomonesque
19 Prokofiev's
" The Love

2 2 Above, in
_. .

poesy
23 Kind of trip
24 Woodward 's
1957 0scar
winner, with
" The"
33 Check for
Champion
34 Deadlocked, as
a jury
35 Kind of arch.
38 Roof part
37 Mild.cigar
39 Evening, in
Evian
40 Consumed

88 Therese and

Jeanne : Abbr.
67 Dover dish

DOWN

1 Hawaiian bay
2 Like Nike
3 Split
4 " One, two,
button - "
5 Mexican
muralist
6 Western
Indian
7 Eight : Prefix
8 "- Business
Like . . . "
I Nietzsche 's
" The 
Day"
10 " . . . carry 
. stick"
1 1 - -majest�
12 Suffixes for
some citizens

38 Twi ce 26 to

13 U . K . fliers

20 Zebra

controlling
Lions and
Bears
2 1 Keyed up
24 It can be Dutch
25 Moor
28 Ohio or
Missouri
27 Pittsburgh-to
Providence
dir.
28 Celebrate in
plainsong
29 Prefix for Asia
30 Christ stopped
here in fiction
31 Olympics
activity
32 Prophet and
Pound
37 Two-legged
measuring
instruments

5

I

7

I

41 Word with stay
or sail
42 Forearm
feature

43 Nursery group
48 Bacheller hero
fl Attention
5G Brecht-Weill
opus, with
"The"

SI Rime

I0 "- 20

r.
bragh
81 Solomon's sire
82 Geyserite
83 Raja's wife
84 Socially
superior
65 Astronaut
Sally

59
12
65

See page 1 1 for a n swers

Tertullian
39 Dine
41 Poet's pond
44 Channel
conquero r :
1926
45 McEnroe's
. sport
48 Minstrel 's
melody
47 Disintegrates
50 0ne day a
week is his
51 Pueblo people
52 Electric
catfish
53 Part of Q . E . D .
54 Ennead
55 - Alto
58 Good's
antithesis
57 Solemnity
58 A quaff that
quenches

Tuesday, June 2 6 ,
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SCHWINN®
• Fuji

• Nlahlkl
• . Arrow

· ·
.

• USA

ln-cloeet, dlehwaaher , fumlahed , free laun 
dry-LARGE-$1 1 0 per person.

·

1 0-apeed Blcycl•
from S99"

Cal l Jan Eada today at 345-21 1 3
or Brian after 5 p.m. 345-2253

•

··

Harrison ' s Schwin n
Cyclery
303 Ll ncoln Ave.
345-4223

.

:
:

•
•

•
•
•
•

:

S am - 1 Jm "'1-5
7 am - 1 pm Sun.
- -

•
•

Men 's and Ladies'
Mesh, Leather, or Canvas

Several Styles : $21 .99 to $37 . 99
"Echelon" . . . "Flurry" . . . "Insurgent"

When you adver
tise

.

The

.

News . Call SS-1 -

I N YA RT's��g:E

--=-== :

with

Summer Eastern

OPEN MONDA Y NITES TILL BPM

-A-���

�-

I

345-5005

:

•
•
•
•
•
•

.

I

•

: SU MME R
:WO RK: s H OPS
Begin
J u ly 2
• Cal l 581 -361.8
•
:

:

CllixieCream
410 7th 5t

TENNIS
SHOES

•

•
•

'

I

Winning . . .
never felt better!

Fred Perry

..............,

C RAFT
DE POT

-

·-

.

Leased August to August
1 left! (1 01 7 Woadlewn, ..._.... Woad•)
4 Penona-2 bedlooms , 1 % baths, welk

W e stock:

• Schwinn

HOWAAD· S.
EADS
REALTOR
APARTMENT AVAILABLE
.

1984

2 8 1 2 for details .

N o rth S id e of C ha r l eston's Downtow n Sq u a re

••••••••••••••••

<We

r.Do flt the <Way <you ..£lke
at

• Ladies Cuts
7°0 a nd 9°
• Mens Cuts
6°0 a nd 8
�6°0 a nd 38°
• * Ladies Body Waves
• * Men's Texture Waves 33°0 and 35°
•

•

•

•

�

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

* Includes_ Cut and Style !
• .Manicures $5°0

• Sculptured Nails

• Sculptured Nails (Full Set)

Lam our

lecture
by

Dr. Eugene Bon elli
Tuesday , June 26 • 7 : 30 p . m .

3 4 5-5 7 1 2

Phipps Lecture Hall

..

�

.. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . ... .

'

..

.

..

.

..

... -·

...

•

•

.. .. .. . . . . .. ..

$ 2 5 00

• C o nditio ne r
a nd
� • Shampo o

"The Develop men t of
the Arts District In Dallas"
a

• Closed on .Mondays •

Located Across from Wilb Walkers
"

..

4

$

(Single Nail)

•

�

•

•

•

Tuesday, June 2 6 ,

mer Eastern News

1 984

1 1

Die-hard.
s11,rinter suffers injury
ompeting at Olympic trial
' 1_.
i

from page

12

_
_

every summer for 1 50 or more games a year, for 36
years (over 5 ,000 broadcasts), one can not begin to
believe the kind of influence that he had on his nation
wide audience .
Young Cub fans who have long since grown up
and even their children ' s children have adapted
Brickhouse 's optimistic approach to the game . And
thus they have become conditioned to accepting the
Cubs , no matter how bad a season ihey might have .
I too am a Cub fan , but during Jack 's final years
as a Cub broadcaster , it seemed to me that he became
fed up with waiting 'til next year and so did I .
And today Jack i s looked a t b y a large number of
fans as a scapegoat and (or) a pawn for the Cubs,
because he did not criticize ballplayers as much as an
nouncers do today.
What about Cub fans who were l oyal long before
Brickhouse became the announcer?
Good question . Answer: the Cubs had better teams
from 1 90 1 until 1 945 , they had won pennants in each
decade and were a constant contender; they were i n
the World Series in 1 945 . It i s a great deal easier to be
loyal to a team that is winning than a losing one .
That is why I have to go out on a limb and say that
Jack Brickhouse is the greatest announcer to ever
cover the game of baseball . Besides , you have to ad
mire a man who could hold an audience , especially
when he had little to work with for so many years .

er

urances have plagued
dout sprinter Claude
on long . During the
on in April , the junior
ont, Fla . was having
utdoor season of his
career only to be
a pulled groin muscle .
mpeting in the US
" als in Los Angeles last
Magee was again intime he suffered a
string muscle in the
round of competition
meter dash . And once
running at top form .
vanced to the quar
er placing fourth in his
race which featured
rl Lewis and Larry
ran in the toughest heat
s and he ran a good
to qualify for the
," Assistant Trackster
Akers said .
qu arter finals , Magee
Carl Lewis but this
could n ot enjoy his
e, because his pain had
ent over enjoyment .
was in fourth place
t he turn and he was
ly good and that is
led up , " Akers said .
clocked at 20. 8 5 in his
arter-final heat .
·

_

Dobie Holland is the sports editor and regular
columnist for the Summer Eastern News.
Eastern sprinter Claude Magee worked out consistently during the
spring '84 season . Despite his efforts to stay in shape , Magee sus
tained an injury . Magee is now recovering from a pulled hamstring he
sustained at the Olympic Trials last Tuesday . (News file photo)

"He (Magee) would have ad next season . ' '
Magee is entering his senior year
vanced to the semi-finals if he
could have equaled his time fram as a premier Panther sprinter .
"He made a grea t deal of
the first race , " Akers added.
"Right now l'm in pain ," progress this year and he ran very
Magee said . "I was disappointed well . I'm sure he 'll do well next
at first but riow I'll get ready for year , ' ' Akers said .

•••••• • • • •••••••••••••··�··· · · · a
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Be l-A ire La nes
1310
One block

T h e S u m m er Eastern News
Buzzard B u i l d i n g , N . Gym

The Golden Comb

:

•
•
•
•
-=-I. mm CHARLESTON,
Nort!"'
•
•
•
No w features:
•
wling , pin ball , · videogames and pool · ••
•
then afterwards , v�sit our
•
•
•
•
•
a date moon light bowling Saturday 1 1 p. m . · 1 a.m.
•
•
Ire La n es
Phone 345-6630
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••
�

Land a deal
_ in the classifieds.

n o w has a Klafsun

TANNIN G BED

•
IUINOIS
of Wtlt> Walkers Shopping Center

I nd ia n Lou n g e

•Perm s - $31 . 00
(hairshapin g)
•Hairshapin g only $6. 50

(

/

�
A}��
·

Debbie Jones (stylist)

•Hairshapin g & Blowdry
Girls $ 1 1
G uys $9. 50
"
·

- �\

.....

� L: · ,

-�c=,·!fJ.··
r

,

·

f

_

1 205 3rd St.

. -.

}� .

.

\

�

One block
North of Lincoln
'

Welc ome
!
Back
\
feature Mexican & A merican
ds, Salad bar, Italian beef,
dwiches, Beer & Wine
of Square

1 700 Rudy • Mattoon
Y. block East of Lakeland Blvd .

Mon. -Thurs . 1 0 am-9 pm • Fri . 1 0 am- 1 0 pm • Closed Sun .

* NAunLUS
* AEROBICS
. * SUPERTAN

Monday , July 2 at dusk
South Quad
Rain Location - Thomas Hall

FREE MOVIE

[PGJ n
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�
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�
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Tuesday, )une 26

Pa nther greats; 1 1 honore
soon to join EIU Hall of Fam

52 team finishing · 24-2 . The absolute best
Eastern will honor 1 1 of its greatest athletic per record in Panther history.
Hudson is presently living in Wheaton, he
sonalities by inducting them into the covenant EIU
of the Panthers' most outstanding post Worl
Hall of Fame early this fall.
Overall there have been two other groups to be athletes earning 1 1 letters in grid co
honored, and these 1 1 will join 1 6 previous inductee�. basketball, and track and field. In two in
Those joining this exclusive club are ten former was team MVP and captain of the Panther
team.
athletes and one coach.
McCord, a Chillicothe resident, is the pr
The ind\lctees are Roger Dettro, Pete Fenoglio,
Harry Fitzhugh, Don Glover, Bill Healey, Neal Hud the Amatuer Softball Association.· He h
son , Charles McCord, Andy Meurlot, Jim Phipps, honor of being the first person from centr
t() head a national governing sports organi
Harry Sockler and Ed Soergel.
They were selected by an EIU Lettterman's Club has been Illinois · ASA State Commissioner
committee and they will be inducted at the Panthers past 32 years. McCord earned seven 1
baseball, basketball, and track while
football home opener on Saturday, Sept. 1 5 .
"The committee once again did an excellent job in Eastern.
Meurlot, who resides in Decatur , was a b
selecting these former Panther greats. They are an
elite group spanning several decades of Eastern notable for the Panthers from 1 926-29 capt
athletics, and have contributed greatly to the success team his final two years.
Phipps , now retired in Lake Havasu, Az.
enjoyed by the University -on its playing fields and
high school baseball coach for over 30 ye
arenas," Athletics Director R.C. Johnson said.
Currently Dettro is a dentist and the mayor of ting Niles West to the state championship in l
Mattoon , he was the part of the starting back court 1 975 . Phipps is a member of the Illinois
line up for cager teams during the prominent era of Hall of Fame , was chosen as an
Distinguished Alumnus in 1 976, and lettered
the 1 950's .
Feneglio was on the undefeated championship Panthers in baseball from 1 934-38.
Sockler , living in retirement in Robinson,
football team in 1 928. The all-conference back
resides in Tovey , 11 . He also received a letter in his fame as one of the state's most success�
football coaches at Western Illinois Uni
basketball.
high school . He is a member of the
laboratory
Fitzhugh , now retired in LaJolla, Ca . , served as
the Executive Secretary of the Illinois High School Football Half of Fame , and former Easter
Association from 1 968 until 1 978. A coach , teacher terback , grauduating fn 1 93 5 .
Soergel, who is being honored posthumou
and administrator in the Franklin , 11 . school district
ten letters in football , cager competiti
ned
for 29 years , he also lettered in baseball at Eastern .
but blazed his trail to glory on the g
baseball
of
member
a
was
Fla.
,
Tampa
of
resident
a
,
Glover
the Panthers basketball team from 1 947-5 1 , and the as a quarterback, by setting most passing
team MVP in 1 948 and 1 950. In addition he lettered (since broken) while at Eastern from 1 948-52.
Soergel played for the Toront_o Ar
"in baseball and cross country.
All-Canada honprs as a rookie d
receiving
most
their
of
one
into
Healey coached the Panthers
memorable eras from 1 947- 5 3 . During this time he back. After · earning first team All-Army
compiled a 1 36-4 1 record , winning 76.8 percent of during the Korean War , he turned down a
the games-the best of any Eastern coach. Six of offer by the Baltimore Colts to enter the c
those teams advanced to the National Association of field . He died in December , _1975 in Yum
Intercollegiate Basketball tournament with the 1 95 1 - where he had coached and taught for 14 years .
by Dobie Holland

·

·

.

�

Second baseman elit� . Brian Jone fields the
ball with ease and comes up firing . Jones has
been highly touted by slugger coach Tom
McOevitt as the best second baseman he has
ever coached at Eastern . ( News file photo)

Jones may be i n ked
by Reds farm tea m
by Steve Binder

Panther second baseman Brian Jones' hitting
and fielding display last Tuesday during the Cin cinatti Reds'. exhibition camp at Monier Field
could land him a contract with the professional
organization, a Reds' official said.
Larry Smith, the Reds' Mattoon-Charleston
area scouting director and coordinator of the
tryout camp, said Jones is "a fine ballplayer.
"If there is an opportunity to sign him, I will
do it. He has an outstanding baseball
. background ."
Jones smacked a home run and a ground-rule
double at the plate during exhibition games last
Tuesday. He also ran his fastest time in the 60yard dash (6.7) , and eventhough Jones said his
defensive play was not as sharp as usual because
Smith played him at shortstop , the Panther
senior caught everything around him-including
Smith 's attention.
" l will definitely try to sign him ," Smith said .
"But it all depends on our roster placements ."
Panther head coach Tom McDevit� has called
Jones the best second baseman he's ever coached
at Eastern, and the Charleston native "will go as
far in professional baseball as his bat will carry
him , " McDevitt said.
As of Monday, Jones had not heard anything
regarding the possibility of signing with the
Reds , and he said that Smith would try to get in
touch with him by next Thursday .
" So far, I haven't heard a thing . He (Smith)
said that he would check around at a couple of
places fo see if they needed anyone. He was
hoping that he would be able to sign me," Jones
said .
. "I think- I gave him a positive look at me. It
was a little awkward for me at short because I
haven't played there with the exception of a few
games laSt year , but I felt I hit the ball well," he
added.
Jones hit .346 for the Panthers last season and
set career �ecords for most hits ( 1 72) and most at
bats (52 1): His four-year Eastern batting average
was .330.
-

·

·

· Die-hard Cub fans ca n blame Jae

.

One of the hottest rivalries in baseball is that of the
Chicago Cubs and the St. Louis Cardinals. Round 3
of their battle was fought over the past weekend at
Wrigley Field. And needless to say, the Cubbies
swept the Redbirds .
Cub fever has once again set the nation afire. But I
just could not help but wonder why Cub fans never
give up on the Cubs , especially since they always have
folded by the end of the year. What is it that has kept
the fans of the Northside tenaciously loyal to a team
that has yet to win a pennant in 39 years?
Baseball can make or break a true fan . Cardinal
and Sox fans have won at least two pennants the past
30 years., Cubs fans have not; therefore, it would
seem to break what little die hard spirit those die hard
fans possess :
But not true, the Cubs are already on a record pace
setting attendance mark for 1 984.
After major consideration through deductive
reasoning, I have figured out the secret of the
Chicago Cubs lasting success and rappore with their
fans.
Jack Brickhouse, the, long time Cub broadcaster
who hung up the microphone in 1 98 1 is the key to
Cub loyalty success. Ridi culous you say? Not really.
Brickhouse started as the voice of the Cubs on
radio in 1 945 and later moved to television in 1 948.
Since that time there has been a steady increase in the
jiffection for a team that has played below the . 500
.mark the past 3 8 years.
How can Brickhouse make people loyal to the
·c;Ubs you ask?
Simple. Brickhous.e's . style as a broadcaster was
one of optimism. You might say he was the eternal
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optimist . No matter how badly a ballpla)I
doing, good ol ' Jack would manage to keep t
perspective and say something like: "Well ev
goes through a slump , he'll pull out of it. R.e
that time when......
Brickhouse always kept his audience consci
the achievments of the ballplayers , whether th
past or present achievers. He did this by r
bering a player's merit during the trying f
their career and he never said anything neg
critical about their play on the field.
Brickhouse was the determining factor be
popularity of the only Cub to have his num
retired in the 1 08 year history of the franchi
Banks.
Banks, seldomly made 'miscues on the field
he did some spectacular things and he was t
of the most wholesome ballplayers ever to p
game. Thus, he was dubbed, mainly by Bric
as ' Mr. Cub'.
With millions of people listening or watchi
(See DIE-HARD, page 1 1 )
·
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